BIGGEST PROOF TO DATE !

Regarding the origin of Gravity;
You will not find a more powerful piece of Scientific History than
what you are about to discover here below.
The proof is overwhelming !

# 1 Visualize in your left hand you are holding the sun and in your right
hand you're holding the earth. The distance between the sun and earth is
"exactly" equivalent to the adjustable length of any pendulum upon earth.

According to this foundational mathematical law (that cannot be broken)

Gravity Acc.

Length of pendulum x Tau2

=

swingTime2

If you move the earth away from the sun (a longer pendulum) Gravity
must become greater.
If you move the earth closer to the sun (a shorter pendulum) Gravity must
become less.
Think of it in relation to simple mathematics;
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If the above 10 decreases then the 2 must decrease.
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If the above 10 decreases into a 5 then the 2 must decrease into a 1.
When a pendulum is aligned lengthwise along the Radius of the earth and
is between the earth and the sun, the shortening of the pendulum is
exactly comparable to shortening the earth's orbit Radius.

Hence according to mathematical law;
Below if the "Pendulum Length" decreases then "Gravity
Acceleration" must decrease.
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The above fundamental law demands that a;

Longer Pendulum = Greater Gravity
Shorter Pendulum = Lesser Gravity

But hey

, what we're taught in school is the "exact opposite".

We are taught that if the Gravity of the earth becomes less, then the earth
would move away from the sun. (Longer pendulum)
We are taught that if the Gravity of the earth becomes greater, then the
earth would move towards the sun. (Shorter pendulum)
The above pure Mathematics that declares these absolute truths;

Longer Pendulum = Greater Gravity
Shorter Pendulum = Lesser Gravity

completely contradicts what our schools are currently teaching;

Longer Pendulum = Lesser Gravity
Shorter Pendulum = Greater Gravity

The above mathematical physics (that cannot be denied) declares that
Gravity is "physically" the exact opposite of its current definition.

Gravity is the exact opposite of what we are now being
taught.
Gravity is not a pulling force.
Gravity is absolutely a " PUSHING " force.

Gravity is a pushing force of electrical-mass "Pressure" that surrounds the
earth. Gravity is a simple Acceleration pertaining to a difference between
the Density of space surrounding the earth and the individual Density of
any object that falls to earth.

Gravity = Pressure that is right now
"Pushing" you down onto the earth.
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